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I. INTRODUCTION 
A proper cone in a module over an ordered ring is prime if it is not the 
sum of two nonzero proper cones (Section III). Prime cones can easily be 
found; thus, all proper cones contained in the integers are prime (Section 11). 
In Section \‘I1 we investigate the decomposition of cones into the direct 
sum of prime cones. There are striking differences from the corresponding 
results for modules. For example, a 2-dimensional vector space can be 
expressed as the direct sum of l-dimensional spaces in many ways. For cones, 
however, a decomposition into prime cones, if it exists, is always unique 
(Section VII). This is true even in the infinite case. We show in Sections 1: 
and \‘I that the algebra of direct summands of a proper cone is a Boolean 
algebra. 
If  9 is an infinite family of prime cones, the Boolean algebra of all direct 
sums of subfamilies of 9 is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of all direct 
products of subfamilies of d (Section VIII); however, their decompositions 
are quite distinct. The direct product of the cones in :Y has no prime decom- 
position. If  a cone satisfies a chain condition then there is a finite prime 
decomposition (Section IX). 
In Section II we discuss ordered rings, semigroups, and semigroup rings. 
In Section X, we introduce some topological notions and show, under very 
general hypotheses, that if a cone has a direct summand, the summand is 
contained in the crust (boundary). In Section XI we discuss an important 
class of modules, which satisfy the hypotheses of Section X. In Section XII 
we apply our results to the cone of positive semidefinite matrices, which is 
shown to be prime. 
* \Vork on this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
under grant N.S.F.G.P.-2273 and by the Mathematics Research Center, United 
States Army, Madison, Wisconsin, under grant D.A-I I-022-ORD-2059. 
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II. RESULTS ox ORDERED RINGS 
We use the usual set theoretic notions with E, n, U, ‘1,) 63, C(X) denoting 
membership, intersection, union, relative complementation, the empty set, 
the set of subsets of X, respectively, 
(2.1) DEFINITION. An abelian group A will be called ordered if 4 is a 
totally ordered set and 01, ,B, y  E ,4 and oi > y  imply that (Y --L /3 > y  7- /3. 
A (associative) ring A with identity 1 will be called ordered if A is an ordered 
abelian group under addition and ac > 0, ,B > 0 imply that ~$3 > 0. 
Elements of A will be denoted by lower case Greek letters. I f  in ;- 0 then 
it follows from the trichotomy law that n(~ :> 0, for all positive integers ~2, 
and a: + fi > 0 if ,L3 > 0. However, we do not rule out the possibility that il 
may have zero divisors. For 01 E 14, we denote by 1 o( 1 the max {a, ~~ a). 
(2.2) DEFINITIOK. A semigroup S with identity 1 is called ordered if 
S is totally ordered and if s, s’, 1, t’ ES with s < s’, t .< t’ then st < ~‘t’. 
(2.3) LEMMA. I f  S has a zero it is the minimal element if 1 > 0 and 
the maximal element if 1 < 0. 
Proof. I f  I > 0 and ,Y E S, then 0~ :< lx therefore 0 < .T. 
It is equally trivial to see that if S has no zero, a zero can be adjoined as the 
minimal element. 
In the sequel we suppose that if there is a zero in an ordered semigroup, 
then it is always the minimal element. A dual theory can be developed for the 
case in which zero is maximal. The set of (nonzero) positive elements of S 
.s denoted by S+. 
1 
(2.4) D EFINTION. I f  A is a ring and S is a semigroup, the semigroup r&g 
of S over A, A(S), is defined to be the set of all formal sums iy. = z+ OI,S, 
where z+ denotes summation over S+, in which only finitely many ‘Y, are 
nonzero. If  ,B = 23 flss then (w. + fi),< = CY~ +- ps and (CC/~), = &,,.,=, a,/3Z + 0. 
If  A is an ordered ring and S is an ordered semigroup then oi E A(S) is 
called positive if there is an s such that cyh > 0 and for t > s, OI~ = 0. If  
CL, /3 E A(S) then 01 > /3 in the natural order on A(S) if 01 - /3 is positive. 
We note that the natural order on A(S) is the unique total order on A(S) 
which is preserved under addition and for which the positive elements defined 
above are greater than zero. 
It is apparent that A(S) is a ring. Further the 0 of S plays an unimportant 
role in the construction of A(S). It follows from the existence of the identity 
elements in A and S, if they are ordered, that both A and S are isomorphically 
embedded in A(S). For amplifications and generalizations of these remarks, 
see Conrad [5]. 
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(2.5) THEOREM. Let A and S be an ordered ring and an ordered semgroup, 
respectively. Further suppose S has a nonzero element other than 1. Then A(S) 
is an ordered ring in the natural order if and only if 
(i) A has no zero divisors, 
and for s, s’, t, t’ E S 
(ii)l st = st’ # 0 implies t = t’, and 
(ii),. st = s’t # 0 implies s = s’. 
Further if A(S) is a naturally ordered ring then A(S) has zero-divisors, if and 
on& if S does. 
Proof. Suppose A(S) is a naturally ordered ring. 
(i) Let 01, /3 E A, j3 > 0, 01 > 0 and a$ = 0. By the hypotheses on S there 
are non-zero elements s, s’ E S with s > s’. Consider OL = 01 . 1 E A(S) and 
/Is - s’ E A(S). Both these elements are nonnegative; thus @s - s’) 2 0. 
On the other hand C@S -- s’) = - as’ z$ 0; hence o! = 0. Therefore there 
are no zero divisors in A. 
(ii)l Lets, t, t’ E S with st = st’ and t > t’. Consider the positive elements 
s, t - 2t’ of A(S). We see that s(t - 2t’) > 0, but s(t - 2t’) = ~- st < 0; 
whence st = 0. 
The proof of (ii)r is similar. 
Suppose now that (i), (ii)l , and (ii)r hold. From (ii)l and (ii)r we see that if 
s 3 d, t > t’ then st > s’t’ and equality holds if and only if either 
st = s’t’ = 0 or s = s’ and t = t’. 
Let cy, /3 E A(S) with 01 > 0, p > 0. We already know A(S) is totally ordered 
by the natural order, A(S) is a ring, and positivity is preserved under addi- 
tion; thus we need only show that $3 3 0. There are elements s, t E Sf such 
that my, > 0, pt > 0 and if u > s and v  > t, 01, = /I, = 0. In view of the 
above remark either st = 0 or (OI& = c& which is positive by (i). Further- 
more if u > st, (o$), = 0, whence in the first case $3 = 0, by the minimality 
of 0 in S, and c@ > 0 in the second case. Thus A(S) is an ordered ring in the 
natural order. 
Examining the second case in the above paragraph, we see that if S has 
no zero divisors, then neither does A(S). I f  S has zero divisors, so does ii(S) 
since S is embedded in A(S). 
We now use the theorem (2.5) to construct some interesting examples of 
ordered rings. We make some additional definitions for this purpose. 
(2.6) DEFINITION. Let A be an ordered ring. A nonzero element 01 E A 
is (strongly) in$nitesimaZ if 1 I\a j < 1, for all X E A. An element cr E 4 is 
(strongly) injinite if 1 hcl / > 1, for all h E A, h # 0. 
(2.7) DEFINITION. We recall that an ideaE of a semigroup S is a nonempty 
subset T for which ST u TS G T. The Rees quotient SIT [4, p. 171 of S by 
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an ideal T consists of S , 1’ u (01, where for s, s’ E S lx, T the product ss’ 
is redefined to be 0 if SS’ E 7’. 
(2.8) Examples. Let 7’ be the semigroup of nonnegative powers of t with 
ordering ] := t” c: tl <: 1’ d, ... Let A be an ordered ring without zero- 
divisors. Then the semigroup ring A, == A(r) is simply the polynomial ring 
A[t]. Clearly by (2.5), A, is a naturally ordered ring, and a polynomial is 
positive if its leading coefficient is positive. We note that any nonconstant 
polynomial is infinite in A, . 
LVe next consider the semigroup S, of nonnegative powers of t with ordering 
1 __ f0 y. tl .-,, t" > . Then the semigroup ring B, =: A(S,) is again 
a naturally ordered ring and every polynomial without constant term is 
infinitesimal. ?I’ote that Soti is an ideal in So, and, for i > 1, define 
S, := S,JS,$, the Rees quotient. We now order Si by 
1 _. to -, 21 > i I’ 1 fl ; 0, 
By the theorem (2.5), B, is naturally ordered. Polynomials without constant 
term are zero divisors and infinitesimals. 
The above rings will be commutative or noncommutative as the ring A 
is taken to be commutative or noncommutative respectively. The example B, 
shows that there are rings with infinitesimals but no zero divisors. 
The following remark shows that zero divisors are always infinitesimals. 
(2.9) Remark. Let A be an ordered ring and let a: ,, 0. I f  Xa ;, 0 and 
pa: = 0 then for all J3, y  E A, where j3 .,x 0 either /3ha = 0 or /IX :> Y,U. In 
particular p is infinitesimal. 
For proof, note that (fix - 7~) n: -:= /3(x0() 2 0. Hence, if /3hol f  0, the 
positivity of 01 implies /3X - yp > 0. If  /3 := h == 1, we obtain that 1 > yp, 
for all y  E A, and the remark follows. 
Further information on ordered rings may be found in Fuchs [10] and 
Neumann [22]. 
(2.10) DEFINITION. Let B be a unitary left module over an ordered ring A. 
Then E is called an ordered module if E is an ordered abelian group under 
addition and if x E E, 01 E A are both nonnegative, then 01.x is nonnegative. 
(2.11) DEFINITION. Let X be a totally ordered set containing a distin- 
guished element, say 0. A nonempty subset Y of X is called an initial subset 
of X if (i) Y # X and (ii) y  E Y and either 0 < .x < y  or y  < x < 0 imply 
x E Y. If  X is an ordered algebraic system (e.g., ring, module, etc.), then an 
initial set Y of X which is an ideal, submodule, etc., will be called an initial 
ideal, initial s&module, etc. 
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The standard term for initial (left) ideal is convex (left) ideal [/O]. However 
the authors reserve the term convex for the more general situation defined 
in (3.1). 
The following proposition indicates one reason why initial submodules are 
important in the theory. Further reasons will be forthcoming in Section XI. 
(2.12) PROPOSITION. Let E be an ordered module, and F a submodule of 
E. Then E/F is an ordered module in the relation induced by the order on E 
if and only if F is an initial submodule. 
The proof of this proposition is analogous to the proof of Fuchs (see 
[IO], Chap. II, Theorem 7), and will therefore be omitted. 
For completeness we repeat some standard definitions (see Jacobson [17], 
Chap. 8). 
(2.13) DEFINITIONS. An element LY E A is nilpoienf, if LY~I 7~ 0, for some 
integer 72. Let N be an ideal in A. We caIl ill niZpotent if :V8 -= (01, for some 71, 
locally nilpotent if every finitely generated ideal contained in N is nilpotent, 
and nil if all its elements are nilpotent. The ideal Ai is a nil radical of A if 11: 
is nil and /Z/L% contains no nonzero nilpotent ideals. 
The following theorem is slightly more complete than Fuchs (see [/0]. 
Chapter VIII, Theorem 6). 
(2.14) THEOREM. Let A be an ordered ring and let N be the set qf all 
nilpotent elemenfs in A. Then: 
(i) N is an initial ideal and A/N is an ordered ring in fhe naturally induced 
order, 
(ii) A/N has no zero divisors, 
(iii) N is a locally nilpotent ideal, and 
(iv) N is the unique nil radical of A. 
Prooj. Assertions (i) and (ii) follow immediately from (2.12) and the 
theorem of Fuchs quoted above. To prove (iii), let C be the ideal generated 
by the elements v1 , ..., Y,, of N. Let v  = max (1 v, ) : i = I, ..., m). Then, 
for some k 3 0, yfz = 0. It follows that 0 .< 1 V: / < vk =: 0, whence ~2’ := 0, 
i = 1, ..., nz. Since the set Nk of all p such that pL” = 0 is a nilpotent ideal 
in A [IO, p. 1301 an d since the vi E iV, , it follows that C c I\‘~ . Hence C is 
nilpotent. 
We now prove (iv). Let M be any nil radical. By definition M 5 AT. On 
the other hand every nilpotent ideal is contained in M, whence 
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where N, are the ideals defined in the proof of (iii). Thus M Y, and the 
theorem is established. 
Rings A containing a nil ideal M such that A/M has no zero divisors, and 
group rings over such rings, have recently been studied by Rudin and 
Schneider [24] 
(2.15) Examples. The rings Bi of (2.8) show that there exist rings with 
nilpotent elements of index up to any given integer, but no higher. We now 
construct an example of an ordered ring which has simultaneously elements of 
every index of nilpotency. Let S, be the semigroup of reals [0, (~1, where 
0 .<, 01 < 1. Let Sl;,, = [/3, CC], 0 < /3 < !X < 1, with multiplication defined 
by s :: t = max (st, j3). Thus Si,U is the Rees quotient &/Sk, . Let S,,, -:= Si,, , 
and if 01 < 1, let S,,, = S,., u {I}, where 1 is the maximal element. Let A 
be an ordered ring without zero divisors. Then the semigroup ring A(S& 
is an ordered ring. If  0 < ,6 < a .< 1, then A(Sp,J has nilpotent elements of 
all indices, and A(S,,,) has nilpotent elements of all orders up to n, where 
‘l-1dc-i < (6 < n&i. 
In all the previous examples of ordered rings, every zero divisor has been 
nilpotent, and indeed, in every ordered ring if a/3 = 0 then it follows that 
either a2 - 0 or /3” = 0. We now give an example of an ordered ring which 
has nonniIpotent zero divisors. Let N be any nonempty ordered set with 
minimal element, say O*. Let T, = N U S,,, , and define every element of N 
to be less than every element of S,,, Define multiplication thus: if t # 1, 
then Nt = 0*, 1 is the identity of T, and multiplication in S,,, is as before. 
Then every element t # 1 is a zero divisor, but only elements in N are nil- 
potent. I f  a, j3 E A(TX) where CX~ = 0 for all t E T,\, X while, for some 
t E T, \ N, /3, # 0 and /3i = 0, then a,8 = 0 but 8’” # 0 for any n. 
Through their considerations of the above example, the authors were lead 
to the following theorem, which, intuitively says that the operations of 
forming Rees quotients and semigroup rings commute. 
(2.16) THEOREM. Let S be a semigroup and A be a ring such that A2 f  0. 
Let T c S. Then: 
(i) T is an ideal of S if and only if A(T) is an ideal in A(S). 
(ii) If T is an ideal of S then the projection from A(S) to A(S/T), dejined 
by y( c,+ q) = cts, =, + ass, is an epimorphism with kernel A(T). Thus 
&WV) ES A(W). 
(iii) If S is an ordered semigroup, T is an initial ideal of S, then SIT is an 
ordered semigroup in the induced order. 
(iv) If A(S) is naturally ordered semigroup ring, then T is an initial ideal 
of S ;f and only if A(T) is an initial ideal of A(S). 
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(v) If A(S) is a naturally ordered semigroup ring, and T is an initial ideal 
of S, then A(S/T) is a naturally ordered semigroup ring and the map- 
pings of (ii) preserve order. 
The proof is straightforward and will be omitted. G. 0. Losey has informed 
us that in [21], he has a more general theorem which yields the algebraic 
part of (2.16). Related results can be found in Clifford-Preston (see [4], 
Section 5.2) who give references to the literature. 
The results in this section hold, with minor modifications. for rings and 
semigroups which do not necessarily have an identity, for details see 
Fuchs [IO]. In the seque1 there will be places in UThich the presence of an 
identity is essential. 
III. PHELIMINARY RESULTS ON CONES 
CONVENTIONS. The letter A will denote an ordered ring and E will 
denote a unitary left A-module. If  P, P’, Pi , Q, etc., are subsets of E, then 
lower case p, p’, pi , 4 etc., will denote elements of P, P’, Pi , Q, respectively, 
unless otherwise indicated. If  P E E, then - P consists of all elements - p. 
More generally, olP, for a E A, consists of all np. If  also Q c E, then P + Q 
consists of all p + Q. By [Z’] we shall denote the submodule of E generated 
by P. 
(3.1) DEFINITION. A subset K of E is convex if ki E K and ai E A, 
i = 1, ..., 11, with 0 < 0~~ and z 01~ = 1 imply x ai& E K. 
We note that in any ordered ring every left ideal is convex. 
(3.2) DEFINITION. A subset P of E will be called a cone in E if 
(a) 0 E P, and 
(b) P $ P 5 P. 
(c) CZP G P, for all 01 > 0. 
A colae P is proper if it is nonzero and 
(d) P n (- P) = {0}, i.e., p E P and - p E P imply p = 0. 
A cone that is not proper is said to be improper. 
I f  X is any subset of E, (X) will denote the cone generated by X. Hence- 
forth, P, P’, Pi, Q, R, etc., will always denote cones in E. Note that [P] 
consists of all p - p’, p, p’ E P. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. If P is a cone then P is convex. 
Proof. Let pi E P and ai E A such that 0 < 01~ and c 0~~ = 1, then 
cvipi E P. Thus x ocipi E P. 
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IV. CONES IX THE KING OF INTEGERS 
It is interesting to determine all cones contained in the ring Z of integers. 
1LVc require two easy number theoretic lemmas. 1Ve shall use some results in 
number theory which can be found in many standard textbooks (e.g., Hardy- 
i\‘right [[j], Chap. 5) without further reference. 
In the ring % we shall define for 8, ,Q E Z, 
:s:{L\ -(cXE[S] :a>/L-L) U{O); 
here [S] is the ideal generated by 6 E Z. 
(4.1) LEMMA. I?2 Z,kt u. > 0, /I < 0, zci2hg.c.d. 6 (posit&greatest common 
divisor). Then there exist nonnegative integers A, , A, , A, , A, such that 
h1n -I- A$ = 8, X3% t x,p -= --- 6 
Proqf. We can solve the congruence h,a :: 6 (mod /3) for 1 < A, <, 1 /I 1. 
Thus, for suitable A,, X,a -I- A.# = 6, and since hia: > S, and /3 <: 0, it 
follows that A, > 0. The proof for X,n -\ A.$ = - 6 is similar. 
(4.2) LEMMA. In Z, let aii > 0, i = I, ..‘, s, and let 8 =g.c.d. (q ;..,a& 
p = 1.c.m. (aI , ..‘, a,) (positive least common multiple). Then 
(6 : (s ~- l)(p ~ 1)) G (011, ‘..) as). 
Proof. Let K E (8 : s(p - I)), then K E (6) E [zi, a2, ..., a,,]. Thus 
there exist Xi satisfying ZCh ,01, = K. On replacing A, by (Ai ~ ~(~J’Lx;)) with 
ni arbitrary integers we still obtain a solution c hizi -2 K (mod ,A), and can 
pick n, such that ;Liai < A, < 0 and 0 < hi < /c/01, i --_ 2, s’-, s. Thus 
zx,cy, < (s - I)(p -- 1). Hence if K 3 (s--l)(p .- I), 
in which the coefficients of the a, are all nonnegative, since p 3 1. 
Related inequalities have been studied in connection with the index of 
primitivity of a nonnegative matrix (e.g. LYielandt [28] and Varga [27]). 
(4.3) THEOREM. Let P be a subset of the ring of integers Z. Then P is an 
improper cone if and only if P is an ideal in 2. The subset P is a proper cone if 
and only if, ,for some positive 8, v E Z 
* P = s u (6 : V, (*) 
where 5’ is a jnite subset of (6 : S> such that S + S c 2 P. All proper cones 
in Z are prime. 
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Proof. Obviously every ideal is an improper cone. Let P be a nonzero 
improper cone in Z. Then P contains both positive and negative elements; 
so let 01 be the least positive element, p the largest negative element in P. 
Let 6 = g.c.d. (iu, p), then by (4.1), both 6 E P and - 6 E P. Hence [S] c P. 
If KEP, then, for some Y >, 0, 0 .y: K + r(& 6) .< 6 < a whence 
K C r(& 6) = 0 and K E [S]. Thus P = [6]. 
It is again easy to check that if P satisfies (*) with S t S E & P, then P 
is a proper cone. Conversely, let P be a proper cone. If P contains both 
positive and negative elements, then, by the argument used for improper 
cones, P = [a], for 6 > 0, and is improper. Hence P\~ (0) contains only 
positive or only negative elements, say all elements of Q = + P are non- 
negative. Let 6 be the g.c.d. of all elements in Q. Then there exist 01~ , ..., N, 
in Q, 01~ > 0, such that 6 = g.c.d. (ar, ..., a,). By (4.2), Q 2 (6 : v>, for 
some Y > 0. Since Q 5 [S] S == Q 1x /S : v> s <S : S> and is finite, and 
obviously S + S E Q. 
If P and R are proper cones in Z, then [P] n [R] f (0). Hence by (3.7) 
all proper cones in Z are prime. This completes the proof. 
(4.4) Remark. Let A be an ordered ring. Then all proper cones in A are 
prime if and only if any two nonzero left ideals in A have a nonzero inter- 
section. Following Goldic [12] we call a ring A with this property left uniform. 
Thus A is left uniform if and only if 
(C.l). For all non-zero 01, /3 E A there exist A, p E A such that AU = &3 # 0. 
This condition is related to, but not equivalent to 
(C.2). For all 01, /3 E A, with /3 regular (not a zero divisor) there exist A, p E A, 
with h regular such that Xoi = p,kI. 
For rings without zero divisors (C.1) and (C.2) are equivalent. It is known 
that a ring A without zerodivisors satisfies (C.2) if and only if A has a left 
quotient division ring (see [16], p. 118 and [12,20]). Thus in an ordered ring A 
with left quotient division ring all proper cones are prime. 
v. THE BOOLEAN ALGEBRA OF CONES 
The next lemma is of great importance. Propositions (5.2) and (5.3) below 
depend on it; the lemma and the Proposition (5.2) will be used heavily in the 
proof of our structure theorems. The lemma has no analogue in the case of 
module direct summands. 
(5.1) LEMMA. Let P be a proper cone, and let P @ P’ == R. If r1 + r2 E P’, 
then Y l,r,EP’. 
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Proof. Let r1 = p, $- pi , r2 = pp + pi and p’ = r1 L- Y., , then 
P’ = (PI + Pz) + (p; -I- P;). 
Since the sum is direct and p, + p, E P, we see that p, + p, = 0. But P is 
proper, whence p, = p, = 0. Hence ri = pi , r2 = pi . 
(5.2) PROPOSITION. <f P is proper and P %, P’ = O,Q, , then 
P’ :-- ar(P /7 QJ. 
Proof. Evidently & (P’ n QJ is d irect and P’ 2 eI(P n Q2,). To prove 
the reverse inclusion, let p’ = xIqs = q3 -i q’, where q’ = & ql , L = Z‘\ {j}. 
By (5.11, qj EP', whence for each j, qj E P’ n Qi . It follows that 
P’ G BI,(P n Qi). 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. Let P be a proper cone, and suppose that P 2 Q. Then 
P CE P’ = Q C3 Q’ implies that P’ c Q’. Zn particular, zy P = Q, then P’ = Q’. 
Proof. By (5.2), 
P’ = (P’ nQ)@ (P’ nQ’) = P’ nQ c Q’. 
The algebraic properties of direct summation of subcones of a cone can 
best be characterized by the following theorem. For terminology, see 
Halmos [Z3] or Sikorski [26]. We recall that an atom is a minimal nonzero 
element of a Boolean algebra. 
(5.4) THEOREM. Let S be a proper cone, Y the set of all subcones of S which 
are direct summands of S. Then, under the operations of intersection and addition, 
9 is a Boolean algebra in which the prime cones correspond to atoms. 
Proof. It is clear that the operations are well-defined, associative, com- 
mutative, and idempotent. I f  P is a direct summand of S, by definition, 
there exists a complement P’ such that 
P n P’ = (0) and PC33 P’=P+P’=s; 
furthermore it follows from (5.3) that P’ is unique. Thus Y is uniquely 
complemented. It is immediate that (0) and S are the zero and unit. The prime 
cones are clearly atoms. 
We show now that Y is closed under the operations n and +. Let 
PCB P’ = Q @ Q’ = S, then by (5.2), P = (P n Q) @ (P n Q’) and thus 
(P n Q) CB ((P n Q’) CD P’) = S. (*) 
Hence, P n Q is a direct summand and ,4” is closed under intersection. To 
show that Y is closed under addition, we show that 
(P n Q)’ = P’ f  Q’. (**) 
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From (5.3), \ve have both 
P’ c (I’ n p)’ and C,’ E (1’ n cl)‘, 
hence 
I” ~:- Q’ s (P n Q)‘. 
On the other hand, we have from (*) above that 
(P n 0) = (P n (,,‘) i P’ 
which yields (P n Q)’ c Q’ ‘- P’, and equality follows. 
In the presence of unique complementation and (“*), it is suflicient to 
prove one distributive law. \Ve show that 
(P n (0 -1 I?)) -_: (I’ n 0) -~ (P n R). 
It is obvious that 
P 2 (P n Q) ~-~ (I-’ n R) and Q ~. R 2 (P n Q) -i- (P n K) 
hence 
p n (Q c R) 2 (1’ n 0) (P n R). 
The reverse containment follows from (5.1). For, let p E P n (Q -; R), then 
p = 9 + Y, and since P’ is proper, this yields that 9, Y E P. It follows that 
p E (P n Q) -- (I-’ n R). 
We remark that a result stronger than (5.3), namely (5.6) may be proved. 
We shall not use it in the sequel, but we feel it is of sufficient interest to 
include it. 
(5.5) LEMMr\. Let Q be a proper cone, and let 
Q 8 Q’ = R. Then R n (--0) = {O$. 
Proof. Suppose - q E R. Then y  - 9 = 0 EQ’, whence by (5.1) q, -- 9 EQ. 
Since Q is proper, 9 = 0. 
(5.6) PROPOSITION. Let Q be a proper cone, and suppose that P 2 Q, Then 
P @ P’ = Q C?3 Q’ implies that P’ 5: Q’. 
Proof. Let p’ = 9 + 9’, q’ = p, $- pi . Then p’ = (9 + p,) + pi whence 
q -;- p1 = 0, and -- q E P @ P’. By (5.5) it follows that 9 = 0, and so 
p’ = q’ EQ’. 
VI. SOME RESULTS ON BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS 
I f  g is an abstract Boolean algebra, we shall denote its operations by A, Y, 
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if and only if P ,‘, Q = P. If 9 is any subset of 9, then \ve shall denote the 
supremum (least upper bound), if it exists, by V 9 or for .p ~~ (P,), by V, I’, 
(cf. Sikorski [26, Chap. 21). 
(6.1) LEMMA. Let .& be a Boolean algebra, and let 9 be a sef of atoms in d. 
Let Y(Q) = (P E d : P < Q>. Then Q--f Y(Q) is a homomorphism of 3’ into 
the Boolear algebra L!(J) qf subsets of .d under the normal set theoretic opera- 
tiotzs. 
Proof. Let I’ E 2, Note that P :< Q R if and only if P << Q and P -:’ R, 
xvhence 
9(Q R) = Y(Q) n .4(R). 
1Ye now show 
.Y(Q .’ R) = Y(Q) u Y(R). 
If P S: Q or P _< R then P z< Q I, R. Conversely, suppose P 2: Q R. 
Then 
I’ = 2’ ,’ (Q R) = (P ’ Q) (P R). 
Since P is an atom P 1 Q is 0 or P, and if P 1’. Q = 0 then P R = P. Hence 
P<Q ‘: RifandonlyifP<QorP<R,whence 
.Y(Q .’ R) = Y(Q) u Y(R). 
Putting R = Q’, we obtain 
.9(Q) f, Y(Q’) = Y(Q /1 Q’) = Y(0) = 0, 
and 
Y(Q) u .4(Q’) = S(Q TV Q’) = Y(l) = .P, 
whence .Y(Q’) = 9(Q’), and the lemma is proved, 
(6.2) PROPOSITION. Let 93 be a Boolean algebra, and let 9 be a set of atoms 
in .%. If 1 = V 9, then for all Q ~g, Q = V U(Q), the mapping Q --j Y(Q) 
is a monomorphism info U(Y), 9’ is atomic, and 9 is the set of all atoms in H. 
Proof. Let R be an upper bound of a(Q) in 97. Then .9(R) 2 J(Q), 
whence by (6.1) 
Y(R \J Q’) z y(R) u ,qQ’) = 9 = ,Ip( 1). 
Since ,Q + 3’(Q) is a homomorphism, R v Q’ = 1, whence R > Q. Since Q 
is clearly an upper bound of Y(Q), it follows that Q = V Y(Q). Thus 
Y(QJ = Y(Q.J implies Q1 = Qz , and Q + S(Q) is a monomorphism. Further- 
more, for all Q # 0, there exists P E B such that P < Q. Hence .% is atomic. 
In particular, if P, is an atom in 99, then P < P, , for some P E 9, whence 
P, = P E 9 and 9 is the set of all atoms in 9?. The proposition is proved. 
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1'11. PRIME DEcoMPosr-rmh-s OF CO33 
(7. I) DEFINITION. I f  P, are prime cones, H --: (BIPi will be called a prime 
decomposition of R. 
(7.2) T HEOKEM. Let .Y == (Pi)r be a family of prime cones and let 
R = @I P, . Then the Boolean algebra 24 of direct summands of R is isomorphic 
to C’(S); 9 consists of all prime summands of R and every direct summand Q of 
R has a unique prime decomposition: Q = @.4(Q), where 
Y(Q) == (PtY : P -‘(I)). 
Proof. Let 1 be a subset of 9. It is clear that every upper bound of 2 in 9 
contains @J?. Since $9 is a direct summand of 9, @9 = V 2, and the 
operations @ and V coincide, even in the case of infinite subsets 1 of 9. 
In particular, V 9 = R = 1, and since 9 consists of atoms, the assertions 
of the theorem follow immediately from (6.2), except that we must still prove 
that Q - Y(Q) is onto U(9). I f  9 c 9’ and 9’ = .4 \ 2, then 
Y(cT39) 2 9 and .4(@1’) 2 1’. 
But 9(@9) ,\ ,Y(CBd’) 2 4 since $9’ is the complement of $9 in 9. 
Hence Y(@9) = 9, and the proof is complete. 
(7.3) COROLLARY. Let E be a module over an ordered ring, and let R be a 
cone in E with a prime decomposition. Then the prime decomposition is unique. 
As mentioned in the introduction, there are no comparable uniqueness 
theorem for decompositions of modules or vector spaces. 
(7.4) COROLLARY. Let (PJl be a family of prime cones and suppose 
R 1 @I (P,). For each i, let Pi @ Pi = R and suppose n, Pi = (0). Then R 
has a prime decomposition ij and only if R = @I P, . 
Proof. Suppose R has a prime decomposition. Let Q be a prime direct 
summand of R, Q f  Pi for all i. By (5.2), 
Q =(Q n P,)@ (Q n P,) =Q n P, 
whence Q s Pi for all i. Hence Q c n, P:( = (0). But this is a contradiction. 
Hence R = CD1 Pi . The converse is obvious. 
VIII. DIRECTPRODUCTOFCONES 
(8.1) DEFINITION. As usual, the direct product II, Pi of cones Pi in Ei will 
consist of all (generalized) sequences (P,)~, with pi E Pi . This product is 
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contained in the direct product D, E; . I f  we make the natural identification 
of pj E Pj with the sequence (s;), , y, == pj , i = j, Q, --m 0 otherwise, then as 
usual CD1 P, is the subcone of D, P, consisting of all (p,), with only a finite 
number of nonzero p, If  .Y (P,), , IYe may also I\-rite 17.9 for II, f’, , 
when convenient. 
(x.2) LEmi.4. Let (P,), be a fa?ni& ofpl-Opel’ cows. !f  
CE I Pi G R c l7, I’, S, 
and R is a direct summand ?f S, then R S. 
Proof. Let Pi’ .= li’,,-, I’, Then S : Pi &; Pi’, Suppose S = R E3 R”. 
By (5.2) R =- P, $ Pi , where Pi = R n P:’ Therefore S = P, CB Pi@ R”, 
n-hence A” c P” , , for each i. Hence fi” c n, J’(’ == {Oi, and so R = S. 
(8.3) 'lk33~13~. Let .d he a fumily of prime corles aid let S 17-Y. Then 
the Boolean algebra A/’ of direct summa~tds of .S is isomorphic to the Boolean 
algebra C:(Y); .d consists of all prime cones it1 -Y, and e@ery direct summarld Q 
of S can be expressed u?CqueJ~ as the divert prodm-f ojprime cones: (,, -= IZ .9(Q), 
zchere J(Q) _- (P F :d : P -< Qj 
Proof. Let 1 s 9. 1\‘e show now that Vi, exists, and U m: D9. 
Clearly I79 E .Y’, and IT2 is an upper bound for 2. Let R t .Y’ and suppose 
K or n9 and R is an upper bound for 2. Since R is closed under addition, 
R 2 @1. Hence, by (8.2) (applied to 2) R = nd and VG? -:: fld. In 
particular S = VY. Thus (6.2) applies and the proof that Q--Y(Q) is 
onto is similar to that of the theorem (7.2). 
I f  R and S are cones, a l-l mapping q of R onto S is called an isomoqdzism 
if 9 preserves addition and positive scalar multiplication. 
(8.4) COROLLARY. Let (PJi, (Qj)> be familips of prime copzes, and let 
R=IllPi,S=IIJQ,.Letp,beaniso morphism of R onto S. Then, fop (7 
suitable reindexing of the Q, , .I = I, and p(P,) = Q, 
Proof. It is easy to show that v  induces an isomorphism between the 
Boolean algebras A’ and .Y’ of direct summands of R and S, and hence take 
the family of all atoms in .JR onto the family of all atoms in .‘Y in a 1-l fashion. 
(8.5) COROLLARY. The Boolean algebras of direct summands of @:r Pi 177~1 
II, Pi are isomorphic. I f  I is infinite, the cone II1 P, has no prime decomposition. 
Moreover, @I Pi cannot be expressed as the direct product of prime cones. 
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the theorems (7.2) 
and (8.3). I f  S = I7,P, had a prime decomposition, it would have to be 
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(9.1) DEFINITIOK. A cone K satisfies the descending summand condition 
(DSV) if every chain R m-- P,, 2 P, 2 P, 1 P, ..’ , where P, is a direct 
summand of R, stops: i.e., P,< =- P,., -~ ‘.’ for some s. The cone K satisfies 
the uscending szmzmznd condition (,4X’) if every chain 
1% here each P, is a direct summand of R, stops. 
Since an ascending chain of summands corresponds to a descending chain 
of complements, it is clear that ASC and DSC are equivalent conditions on 
proper cones. It is known, but more difficult to prove, that if A is a division 
ring ‘4SC and DS(’ applied to wctor spaces over .q are also equivalent [/, 21. 
(9.2) Id~~vm. Let Ii be a proper cone. There exists a finite prime decom- 
position of R : R :- P, B ..’ @ Z’, , if and only if R has ASC (or DX’). 
Pvoqf. Let d be the Boolean algebra of direct summands of R. If  Q E M 
and Q is not prime, then Q =: 0, @ Q2 , where 0, and Qz are proper. Eknce, 
by DSC’, every ,O F .s’ contains a prime direct summand. Let .Y be the set of 
prime cones in K. If  P, E .Y, and P, @ ... G P, C R then, since .X is a Boolean 
algebra, I’, G? .” e3 I’, $ (,’ = R and so, for some prime cone P* i , 
P, ., c 0’. Hence P, 8 ... @ P, C P, 8 .,. @ P> i By ,X+X this process 
must stop, whence R -= I’, CE ... @ P\ , for some S. The converse is obvious. 
(9.3) THEORERI. Let A be an ordered rin,o with asrend& chain cwdition 
011 kft ideal, and let R be a finitely generated rl module. Then eexq proper 
cone R in E has a finite prime decomposition. III particular, this is true fj (i) I:‘ is 
a jkitely generated abelian group, or (ii) I’ ; 7s a jinite dimmsiorml rector spare 
m:ey an ordered division rirq. 
I’~oof. Let R be a proper cone in B, and let ,.O:, z- P,, s P, c P, G ... 
be an ascending chain of direct summands of K. Since A is a Boolean algel>ra. 
P, “IfE .‘.8 0, where Q, =- P, n P,‘-, Hence, by (3.7), 
[?<I -= [O,] @ “‘62 [$?,I. 
But k; has ascending chain condition on submodules [6, p. %], hcncc 
[Z’,<] :-~ [P,\ J == .” Hence :<O> -=&i =-Q,<+ = ..’ and P, -PG., ‘.. 
Thus R has A%‘, and the theorem follows from (9.2). 
(10.1) DEFIKITION. Let X be a subsci qf a module E orer an ordered 
ring A. The core of X consists of all ox, such that for every-v g I< there csists 
such a K K(.Y, ?‘) 0 that .v .~ !I? t -1. for all (1, 0 .- Ik .: K. \\‘e shall denote 
the core of .\- by 1(.Y). The espa~se of .Y is defined to 1~~ 
E(.Y) I:’ L(f:’ ’ X), 
alid the crl~sf of ,Y is i-(X) l (-U) l(-Y). The relative ewe (expanse, crust) 
of X consists of the core (expanse, crust) of .Y considered as a subset of the 
module [,U] and will be denoted by l’(,U) (E’(~Y), i”(X)). I f  L(-Y) MY, we 
call A- 3 core set. 
It is evident that L(S) n 3(X) := $, l(<U) c .\I and l(Xj u 2(-U) C(X). 
I f  A’ is a real vector space, then our term core which 1~s been considered 
by many authors, e.g., Klee [19], coincides with the terminology of Day 
([7], p. 10.) In their book Dunford-Schu-artz ([8], p, 410) call a core point 
an “internal point” and a crust point a “bounding point.” 
Since the core operator L defined above is not idempotent, the notion of 
core does not immediately give rise to a topology. Study of such operators 
has been revived by the work of Hammer [/4] on estended topologies. There 
is, however, a natural topology which is the unique strongest topology in 
\\-hich the topological boundary of every set contains its crust. In a real 
normed linear space, for example, the boundary of any set in any of the follow- 
ing topologies, norm topology, convex core topology ([7], p. 16), Ej topology 
([8], p. 419), etc., contains the crust of the set. In the sequel we shall prove that 
various cones are in the crust of a given cow. In view of the above remark, 
the reader may substitute boundary for crust and obtain a Lveaker, but more 
conventional result. 
The notion of crust and boundary coincide for convex sets in the case 
of finite dimensional Euclidean spaces with the usual topology. ‘This can 
easily be proved with the aid of the standard theorems on separation and 
relative topology of convex sets (cf. Eggleston [Y], Chap. 1 and Klee [fY]). 
The authors elucidate more fully the above comments in their forthcoming 
paper [4 
The order on A is called discrete if for some E , 0, 0 ‘::. u. <; E implies that 
OL = 0, otherwise A is nondiscrete. If  ‘-1 is discrete, then every subset X of E 
is a core set, i.e., L(X) = ,Y. 
Following standard terminology an element p E H is called free if ill, = 0 
implies 0. -L 0. 
(10.2) THEOREM. Let R be a cone iu a module over a nondiscrete ordered 
ring, and let PEB P’ :.= R. If P is proper and contains a free element, then P’ is 
contained in the relative crust of R; in~fkct P’ E 2’(R) n R. 
Proof. For suppose p’ E L’(R) n P’. Let p be a free element in P. Then 
for some a: 1 0, r = p’ -- ap E R. Hence p’ = r +- ap, alp E P, and ap f  0. 
This contradicts (5.1). Thus P’ c 2’(R) and obviously P’ s R. 
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there exists a positiw K such that KA .,_ 71. Upon setting d :~- -1,: (see (2.8)) 
we obtain a module in which l(P) P IO\. Similarly if ZC .~3 ?I ..’ -:I ;3 
and R :~ I’ $1 ... j:, P then for y  (p, , ..., p,!) F K \vc have r c L(R) if 
and only if each p, is positive. ‘I’he same sitllation \vould arise if il \vere to 
be an ordered division ring. 
(ii) In (i) above, w take .-1 13, (see (2.X)) and define I!‘, P, and Ii as 
before. Then t(P) 4, and hence we also obtain L(K) :- 4. ‘l’he comparison 
of (i) and (ii) is men more interesting when we recall that .4,, and fj,, are 
algebraically isomorphic, but haw different orderings. 
(iii) 1Iany t o her COWS have no core. Let E be the module of real valued 
functions of a real variable. Then hoth the cone of all continuous nonnegative 
valued functions which I-anish outside an open interval and the cone of all 
nonnegatix functions have an empty core. 
(iv) Again, let =3 H,, ~ and consider the module I;: of all functions from 
an infinite set I into .-I; clearly B is a W-module. Txt R bc the cone of all 
functions such thatf(i) :- 0, all i. ‘I‘hen~f F R is in l(R) if and only if there is 
a uniform bound 011 the degree of the polynomials ,f(i) for all L F I. More 
generally, let .J be a ring satisfying the following condition of infinitesimality. 
For all X 0 there is a p E .,I such that h py, for all y. Then ,fc K is in 
L(R) if and only if f  is hounded away from 0, i.e.. there exists h 0 such 
that, for all i, f(i) A. 
(v) Let R consist of all continuous functions f  from the unit intctxal into 
the real line such that, for each f, there exists h, 0 < 0 ,S I, for which 
f(b) ..- 0 and f  is nonnegative on the closed interval [0, b]. Here the crust 
Z(R) consists of all f  such that f(0) = 0. Suppose R = PCE Q, and let 
, f  ~= p 1 y. Then by (10.4). 1’ G i(R) and P’ E i(R), whence 
P(O) =- q(0) 0 
and sof(0) = 0. It follows that R is prime. 
(I 1.1) DEFINITION. I f  p E E’, then the set B, ~~ {p : j$ --: 0) will be 
called the annihilator of p in A. 
\fT:e recall that the term initial left ideal in A was defined in (2.1 1). 
(I 1.2) LEMMA. Let B be a module over an ordeved ring A. If p is in I:‘, then 
-:p) is proper if and only if the annihilator II, of p is an initial left ideal. 
Proof. Let (p) be a proper cone, and let /3p = 0, /3 > 0. Suppose 
0 < 01 2:; p. Then 
ap -1 (p - tx)p =- /3p -= 0, 
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and so ap E (p), - lip I= (/3 -- ~)p E <pi. Hence ap = 0. Since U, is 
clearly a left ideal and 1 $ B, , it follows that B,, is an initial left ideal. Con- 
versely, let B, be an initial left ideal. Suppose q E ip: , - q E ‘p). Then for 
some N > 0, y  > 0, q = ap, -~ q = yp, whence 
(a : y)p=q-q=o. 
Since 0 1;; N ,< a 4.. y  and B,, is initial, q == cxp = 0. Thus ip’ is proper. 
(1 1.3) DEFINITION. A nonempty subset C of an ordered ring A is called 
a tail if (i) for every u E A, aC 5 C, and (ii) there exists y  2 0 such that 
01 .X y  implies that o( E C. 
(11.4) PROPOSITION. Let E be a module over an ordered ring A. Let p E E, 
and suppose (p) is a proper cone with annihilator B, Then (p\ contains a free 
element if and only if there exists a tail C in A for which B,, n C =- {Oi. 
Proof. Suppose (p) contains the free element yp. Let C be the tail con- 
sisting of all /\u for h, R E A with a > y. Suppose ,i3 t B, n C. Then ,I3 == hn, 
for ;\ E 3I, ti > y. By (11.2), B,, is an initial left ideal, and so /\y E B, Hence 
(hy)p = X(yp) =-= 0. But this implies that h = 0, whence /3 =- 0. Thus 
B,, n C (0). 
(Jonvcrsely, let C be a tail for which B, n C m:= {O). Clearly there exists 
y  E C, y  ;a I. For such y, Ayp = 0 implies that hy E B, n C whence Ay :~ 0, 
and as y  is regular, X :: 0. Hence yp is free. 
(I 1 .S) LEMMA. Let A be an ordered riug. Let B be an initial left ideal iv1 A 
and C a tail such that B n C = (0). Then B” = {0}, and unless B ~~- {O), 
B is not a two-sided ideal. [f d4 i.v commutative, then B == {O(. 
Proof. I,et /3>0, ,kIEB, and y> 1, yEC. Since I$B and yflEB, 
we obtain y,6 < 1. Hence yj3y < y, and it follows that By < 1. Thus, if 
8’ -> 0, /3‘ E B, then /3’/3y < 8’ whence fi’/3y E B n C. Thus /3’/3y = 0, and 
as y  is regular, /3’/3 = 0. We deduce that B2 = {O). If  ,L3 E B, and /3 # 0, 
then ,l3y j- 0 and /3y E C. So ,6y +$ B, and it follows that U is not a two-sided 
ideal. I f  A is commutative, every left ideal is two-sided whence B -= CO}. 
The propositions (11.2) (11.4) and (11.5) can be partially summarized in 
the following theorem. 
(1 I .6) THEOREM. Let E be a module over an ordered ring -4. Let p E E. 
Then <p) is a proper cone with a free element if and only if the annihilator B, 
is an initial left ideal such that B,?; = {0}, and there exists a tail C for which 
B, n C =< (0). 
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The following corollary is obvious. 
(I 1.7) COROLLARY. Let B be a module over an ordered ring A without Zero 
divisors. Then Cp) is a proper cone zcith a free element if and only if p is itself 
,free. 
The corollary could have been proved under the apparently weaker 
hypothesis on A that il has no nilpotent left ideals. But it follows from the 
theorem (2.14) that an ordered ring without nilpotent left ideals has no zero 
divisors. 
!I-e recaii that PF-module was defined in (10.3). 
(11.8) 'I‘HE~REIzI. Let E be a module over an ordered ring A. Then E is a 
PF-module if and only if every p E E such that (p> is proper is a free element. 
Proof. I f  every p E B that generates a proper cone is free, then clearly E 
is a W-module. Suppose that (p> is a proper cone and that the annihilator 
B, is nonzero. \Ve shall show that E is not a PF-module. If  (p> contains no 
free element, there is no more to prove. So suppose that for some y  > 0, 
rp is free. By the theorem (11.6), By, = {O). Let fl E B, , p > 0. Set 9 = /3rp. 
Clearly y  f  0, and as (9) E (p), the cone iy) is proper. I f  CL > 0, then 
,t3aq -= /3~$$p -= 0 since fi’~b E Bf, = {O}. Hence, there does not exist an a: 
such that ~q is free, and the theorem is proved. 
(1 1.9) THEOKERI. Let :-1 be an ordered ring. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(i) Every A module is a PF-module, 
(ii) The only initial left ideal in A is 10). 
(iii) The only initial ideal in A is {O). 
Proof. ‘The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is due to Johnson [18] (cf. Fuchs 
[IO], Chap. 8, Theorem 9). We need therefore only prove the equivalence of 
(i) and (ii). So suppose that (ii) holds. Let E be an A-module and let p E E 
generate a proper cone. Then B, =- {Oj, since B, is an initial left ideal. Thusp 
is free, and (i) follows. 
To prove the converse, suppose there exists an initial left ideal B in A. 
Consider the i2-module A/B. The annihilator of 1 + B is exactly B. Hence, 
by (11.2) (1 -r B) is a proper cone. But 1 + B is not free. Hence by (I 1.8), 
A/B is not a W-module. The theorem follows. 
(11.10) COROLLARY. I f  every A-module is a PF-module, then A has no 
xero divisors. 
Proof. By (2.14) an ordered ring with zero divisors has a nonzero 
initial ideal. 
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(I 1.1 I ) Example. \fe shall give an example of an ordered module E which 
is not a PF-module, in which every p E E, p # 0, generates a proper cone, and 
which contains elements of the following types: (i) p is free, (ii) p is not free, 
hut ip) contains a free element, (iii) (p) does not contain any free element. 
Let S be the semigroup with 0 of all words in s and t, containing at most 
one t. The multiplication of two words is by juxtaposition unless both words 
contain f, in which case the product is 0. \Ve order S thus (a) If  ttl 3’ m’, 
s”’ ’ s”“, (b) s”’ > s* Iv, (c) s”ts” ;,-, s”‘ts” if p > p’ or p = p’ and tz 71’. 
Now let A be an ordered ring without zero divisors, say the integers. Let 
A(S) be the semigroup ring of S over A. Let B consist of all N which involve 
only terms from S of form s”tsP; then B is an initial ideal in A(S). We now 
define a family of initial left ideals in A(S): I,et B, consist of all 2 which 
involve only terms of form PW’, with p -5, i. 
For some i 3 0, consider the A4-module E = A/B, , which is ordered by 
(2.12). For 01 E A, denote cx + B, by 5. 
(i) I f  cx involves a term P, with wz ;- i, then or is free. 
(ii) I f  01 involves a term P, vz C< i, but no term P, ?z :> i, then 
B, = Bci-m, . Hence (5) is proper, by (11.2). Further, for j > (z’ -~ m) 
sj& is in (&) and is a free element as remarked above. 
(iii) I f  a: E B, then B, == B. Hence, by (11.2), 6 is proper, but since B 
is a nonzero two-sided ideal in A, it follows from (11.4) and (11.5) that (&> 
does not contain a free element. 
Every element in A/B, is of one of the three types considered. 
XII. APPLICATION TO SEMIDEFINITE HERMITIAN MATRICES 
Now let A be the real field, E the space of YL x n Hermitian matrices. If  R 
is the cone of positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices, then a(R) consists of 
all singular matrices in R. 
(12.1) LEMMA. Let P be a cone of singular, positive semidefnite Hevmitian 
matrices. Then for some vector x, x # 0, we have H<x = 0, for all HE P. 
Proof. Since [P] is finite dimensional, there exists a finite set HI, ..., H,5, 
H8 E P, of generators for [P] over the reals. Since H = HI + ... + H, is 
again singular, Hx = 0, for some s # 0; hence 
x*Hx = x*H,x + ... f  x*H,.z = 0 
and since the Hi are semi-definite, x*H,x = 0, i = 1, ..., s. But this implies 
Nix = 0, i = 1, ..., s [9, Vol. 2, p. 3221. Since all elements of P are real linear 
combinations of H, , ..., H, , the result follows. 
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(12.2) THEOREM. The cone R of positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices 
11s prime. 
Proof. Let R : PBi Q, where P, Q are nonzero. Since R is proper, 
(10.2) applies; thus, P s S(R), Q G i-‘(K). By (12.1), there exist nonzero 
vectors b, y  such that /is 7 0 for all H E P, and Ky .-- 0 for all K E Q. 
Hence for all I, E R, we may write I, ~~ II K, and so 
But we shall show that this is impossible. Normalize s, y  so that 
Then 
iVI = (,Y - y) (x -- y)* t R 
The theorem is proved. 
Let E, F he two left A-modules over an ordered ring A, and let y  hc a 
homomorphism of E into F. If  R is a prime cone in B, then y(R) need not he 
prime. As an example, take the prime cone R of positive semidefinite matrices 
in the real space of (2 >( 2) complex matrices. For H -: (h,,), ij : 1, 2, 
define y(t-I) = diag (hi, , h,,). Then y(R) is not prime. On the other hand, 
it is easy to check that if y  is an isomorphism, then y  preserves direct sum- 
mands, and hence preserves prime decompositions. We shall apply this 
remark to cones of matrices. If  M is a complex n x IZ matrix, WC can write 
M ~= II 1~ ik’, where H, K are Hermitian and further this representation is 
unique since H == $ (AZ M*), K -~ (I;2i) (111 M*). Hence if R is as 
above, the sum S = R 1 iR is direct. Thus S consists of all H -+ iK, where 
both H and K are positive semidefinite Hermitian. 
‘The authors believe the following theorem on Hermitian matrices is new. 
(12.3) ‘Z’HEOREIU. l,et y  be a real linear t?‘ansformation of the I’eal Space E 
of all complex (n x n) matrices into itself. Let R be the cone of positive semi- 
definite Hermitian matrices, und let 5’ := R {- iR. If  y(S) 7~ S then either 
y(R) -= R and y(iR) = iR or y(R) =: iR and y(iR) = R. 
Proof. Since $2 ---t iM is a real isomorphism on E, it follows from the 
theorem (12.2) that iR is prime as well as R. Hence R :- iR is a prime 
decomposition of 5’. Since [S] = E, and y(S) S, y  is an isomorphism. 
Hence S : y(S) : y(R) -: y(iR) is a prime decomposition also. The result 
non; follows from the uniqueness of prime decompositions (7.3). 
In [2.5] it is shown that y(R) = R f  i and only if, for some matrix X either 
y(H) -:- -YHX*, for all [Z, or y(Z1) = XNfX, for all t-I. 
The question arises if there is a similar result for K 63 i7’, where T consists 
of all Hermitian matrices. Since 1’ is not proper, its complement need not be 
unique, e.g., the cone of matrices (1 A ;) H, H E R, is another complement. 
However, it is very easy to prove that if y  is a real linear transformation taking 
R -- i7’ onto itself, then y(T) = 7’. 
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